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 Background: This research paper develops, finite head mechanics and head transducers 
which they are nothing by middle out string of transduction. The proposed transducers 

are highly audible that the standard case on finite head of transducers. This new method 

for translation explained as sets of head transducers which are applied to congenital 
translator. To find the optimal translation used an alphabetical algorithm search. For 

reduce to have several input and unnecessary output, this paper used a method for 

automatically training. Experimental results have been used to apply the training 
method to transducers from English to others languages. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 There is no doubt that the onset of automatic evaluation metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) has 

led directly to improvements in quality in machine translation (MT). Prior to their introduction, most results 

were anecdotal, or researchers had to conduct expensive human evaluations in order to validate their work. 

 However, seven years after their introduction, there is widespread recognition in MT that these string-based 

metrics are not discriminative enough to reflect the translation quality of today’s systems, many of which have 

gone beyond n-grams (cf. (Callison-Burch et al., 2006)). With that in mind, a number of researchers have come 

up with metrics which are not wholly string based.  

 Perhaps the best-known alternative metric is METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), which c2009 European 

Association for Machine Translation. while still being string-based, tries to improve onthe matching schemes of 

BLEU by incorporating synonym matching via WordNet. Given that many of today’s MT systems incorporate 

some kind of syntactic information (e.g. (Chiang, 2005)), it was perhaps natural that other researchers would 

seek to use syntax in automatic MT evaluation as well. The first step in this direction was by (Liu and Gildea, 

2005), who used syntactic structure and dependency information in order to see past the surface phenomena. 

  Two of these metrics are based on matching syntactic subtrees between the translation and the reference, 

and the third is based on matching headword chains, but only for unlabelled dependencies. Since then, 

(Owczarzak et al., 2007a; Owczarzak et al., 2007) have extended this line of research with the use of a term-

based encoding of LFG labelled dependency graphs into unordered sets of dependency triples, and calculating 

precision, recall, and f-measure on the sets corresponding to the translation and reference sentences. With the 

addition of partial matching and n-best parses, (Owczarzak et al., 2007a; Owczarzak et al., 2007) considerably 

outperform Liu and Gildea’s (2005) highest correlations with human judgment.  

 Another line of research has led to machine learning methods which learn directly from human judgments 

(Ye et al., 2007). In this paper, we combine the syntax (dependency)-based and the machine learning-based 

approaches, and show greater correlations with human judgment than (Owczarzak et al., 2007a; Owczarzak et 

al., 2007b). We use both Ranking and Regression Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Burges, 1998) in a range 

of experiments on different language pairs and data sets. We also examine the extent to which our novel method 

can be generalized across differ-ent tasks and domains. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 

section 2, we outline approaches to automatic MT evaluation which are relevant to our work. In particular, in 

section 3 we describe the LFG labelled dependency approach of (Owczarzak et al., 2007a; Owczarzak et al., 

2007).  

 We demonstrate how labelled dependencies can be matched using SVMs, and describe the range of 

experiments carried out in section 5. The paper ends with our concluding remarks together with avenues for 

further research. 
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Literature Review: 

 For a formally organized event, such as the annual MT Evaluation sponsored by National Institute of 

Standard and Technology (NIST MT Eval), it may be worthwhile to recruit multiple human translators to 

translate a few hundred sentences for evaluation references. However, there are situations in which multiple 

human references are not practically available (e.g., the source may be of a large quantity, and no human 

translation exists). One such instance is translation quality assurance, in which one wishes to identify poor 

outputs in a large body of machine translated text automatically for human to post-edit. Another instance is in 

day-to-day MT research and development, where new test set with multiple references are also hard to come by. 

One could work with previous datasets from events such as the NISTMT Evals, but there is a danger of over-

fitting. One also could extract a single reference from parallel corpora, although it is known that automatic 

metrics are more reliable when comparing against multiple references. 

 The aim of this work is to develop a trainable automatic metric for evaluation without human references. 

This can be seen as a form of confidence estimation on MT outputs (Blatz et al., 2003; Ueffing et al., 2003; 

Quirk, 2004). The main distinction is that confidence estimation is typically performed with a particular system 

in mind, and may rely on system internal information in estimation. In this study, we draw on only system-

independent indicators so that the resulting metric may be more generally applied. This allows us to have a 

clearer picture of the contributing factors as they interact with different types of MT systems. 

 Also relevant is previous work that applied machine learning approaches to MT evaluation, both with 

human references (Corston-Oliver et al., 2001; Kulesza and Shieber, 2004; Albrecht and Hwa, 2007; Liu and 

Gildea, 2007) and without (Gamon et al., 2005). One motivation for the learning approach is the ease of 

combining multiple criteria. Literature in translation evaluation reports a myriad of criteria that people use in 

their judgments, but it is not clear how these factors should be combined mathematically. Machine learning 

offers a principled and unified framework to induce a computational model of human’s decision process. 

Disparate indicators can be encoded as one or more input features, and the learning algorithm tries to find a 

mapping from input features to a score that quantifies the input’s quality by optimizing the model to match 

human judgments on training examples. The framework is attractive because its objective directly captures the 

goal of MT evaluation: how would a user rate the quality of these translations? 

 This work differs from previous approaches in two aspects.  

 One is the representation of the model; our model treats the metric as a distance measure even though there 

are no human references. Another is the training of the model. More so than when human references are 

available, regression is central to the success of the approach, as it determines how much we can trust the 

distance measures against each pseudo reference system. While our model does not use human references 

directly, its features are adapted from the following distance-based metrics. The well-known BLEU (Papineni et 

al., 2002) is based on the number of common n-grams between the translation hypothesis and human reference 

translations of the same sentence.  

 Metrics such as ROUGE, Head Word Chain (HWC), METEOR, and other recently proposed methods all 

offer different ways of comparing machine and human translations. ROUGE utilizes ’skip n-grams’, which 

allow for matches of sequences of words that are not necessarily adjacent (Lin and Och, 2004a). METEOR uses 

the Porter stemmer and synonym matching via WordNet to calculate recall and precision more accurately 

(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005). The HWC metrics compare dependency and constituency trees for both reference 

and machine translations (Liu and Gildea, 2005). 

 

Transducer: 

 Generally, a head transducer has 3 tuple as W, V, Q (for a set of q0,q1,q2…qn). 

 
Where 

w member of W 

v member of V 

a input position 

B output position 

c translation cost 

Usually the operation is non deterministic and starts when translation goes a head.  

Figure 1 clearly shows the symbols of the translation and relative between them. 

 

FSTs standard: 

 The conventional operation transducer could be classified as a head transducer when starts by adding input 

symbol and set into the position of the first transition. We show that head transducer could be more stentorian 

than conventional one specially in the case of finite head. But this could not be a conventional transducer with 

some number of states. The next figure will show the head transducer while adding input of voluntary length in 

alphabet. 
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Fig. 1: The Translation and Relative Between Them. 

 

 
Fig. 2: The Head Transducer While Adding Input of Voluntary Length in Alphabet. 

 

Model of Affiliation of Transduction: 

Using head transducers: 

 This model includes a chrestomathy of transducers which applied hierarchically. By practicing this system 

(hierarchical system) we will obtain a non head transducer of interpreted not simple while reading both input 

and output. the purpose of a particular transducer is to translate a specific source word w into a target word v, 

and further to translate the pair of sequences of dependent words to the left and right of w to sequences of 

dependents to the left and right of v. When applied recursively, a set of such transducers effects a hierarchical 

transduction of the source string into the target string. 

 A distinguishing property of head transducers, as compared to ‘standard’ finite state transducers is that they 

perform a transduction outwards from a ‘head’ word in the input string rather than by traversing the input string 

from left to right. A head transducer for translating source word w to target word v consists of a set of states 

q1(w:v) q2(w:v)…and transitions of the form: 

(qi(w:v), qj(w:v), wd , vd ) 

where the transition is from state qi(w:v) to state qj(w:v), reading the next source dependent wd at position 3 

relative to w and writing a target dependent vd at position 4 relative to v. Positions left of a head (in the source 

or target) are indicated with negative integers, while those right of the head are indicated with positive integers. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Dependent Transitions Generated for Source and Target Heads w = FLIGHTS and f(w)=LOS VUELOS. 

 

 The construction of head-transducer states and transitions from alignments is described in [2]. We illustrate 

this with an example in Figure 3. The figure shows the immediate dependent transitions generated for head 

words flights and los values from the hierarchical alignment. This corresponds to the configuration with source 

dependents to the left and right, and two target dependents to the right. 

 

Build head-transduction model: 

 The head transducer models we use in the present work include parameters for the probability of choosing a 

target word v to translate a source word w, that is, the probability 
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P(q(w:v) | w) 

 Of choosing an initial head transducer state q(w:v) given w. The model also includes the transition event 

probabilities for generating source and target dependents of w and v at positions u in the source and v in the 

target: 

P(qj(w:v), wd , vd , Bw , x | qi(w:v)). 

 Maximum-likelihood estimates of these probabilities are computed from the counts for hypothesized states 

and transitions constructed from the hierarchical alignments. When a model is applied to translate a source 

sentence, the chosen derivation of the target string is the derivation that maximizes the product of the above 

transducer event probabilities.  Figure 4, 5 illustrates the network mapping of transduction from infix to prefix 

notations and dependency tees derived for transduction as shown in the figure 5. 

 
 

Fig. 4: The Network Mapping of Transduction From Infix To Prefix Notations. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Dependency Tees Derived for Transduction. 

 

 Generally, could be structured by a naïve recessive traversal of the target dependency tree, the sentence and 

even the target. To make the transduction dependent and make it more actuarial model to generate pairs we 

decided to define transition weights which derived from limited probabilities. To reach to this propose different 

type of probabilistic parameterizations would be used. The following parameters should use for tis propose. 

 
Where 

 
Figure 6 also represents transducer converts. 

 
 

Fig. 6: Transducer Converts. 
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Training Method: 

 The training methods that we already used in this research paper require a set of training examples. Each 

example should consist of a source language string including a target language. In this research, the speech 

English utterances with the translation into Japanese and Spanish are used.  w was assigned for each source as 

the data set such as cost. And for the translation cost c(w, v) for all the translations v  to the language target. 

These results might be zero, one or different target words. By the help and use of some statistical measures in 

order to reach to the assignment of translation cost. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Theoretical Mapping f and f’ For Alignment. 

 

 As the figure 7 implies, alignments mapping f  which comes from w  source word to the goal f (w) and the 

goal words v which implies inverse alignment. In order to handle mapping of goal words we needed an inverse 

alignment.  

 
Fig. 8: Source of Decomposing and Goal Strings. 

 

 It is sometime possible to arise some model from several training instances in order to generalize. 

Particularly, we described the construction for a given pair (w, v) may only be one final state. In order to specify 

the states sharing we utilized a one to one state called function δ from sequence of transducer. 

 
Fig. 9: Transitions and States Structured for Swapping. 

 

 The same state function is utilized for all the instances into the data set, to be sure that the transducer 

fragments recorded for the all data sets ranging from a complete collection of translation or transducer to the 

networks. 
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Experimental Method: 

 It is always to reduce the time is necessary to carry out the training evaluation data. Two simple string 

based evaluation which might be calculate automatically have chosen in order to compare the target string 

collected from the system against a human translation to held out data. By calculating first finding of 

transformation of one string to minimizes of the entire weight of insertions and substitutions generally reach to 

simple accuracy. The accuracy of the transducer consist transpositions of sentences, incorporation, and deletions 

the same. In the system output I could be written as the number of transformation between the reference 

translation and system output, similarly R can presents the number of words in the reference translation. Then 

we have: 

Simple Accuracy = 1 - (I + D + S)/R 

and 

Translation Accuracy = 1 - (I’ + D’ + S + T)/R 

 

English to Spanish: 

 The training test for the translation of English words or sentences to Spanish has gotten from a set of 

transcribed utterances of the air travel information system corpus together with each utterance translation to 

Spanish. It is essential to remember that basically an utterance is a single sentence but, it could be sometimes 

more than one sentence spoken in sequence. Table 1 shows the accuracy of the words percentages for the trained 

model against the original held out translations at different references sentences length.  

 

English to Japanese: 

 The training test for the translation of English words or sentences to Japanese was a set of transcribed 

discourses of telephone speech to operator speech. These talks collected from real operator interactions 

including fragmented language and so on. The training test partitions were restricted to bi-texts with 30 English 

words at least from 13565 texts and 4215 held out test. These word boundaries are the same as English 

transcriptions. The translators are gotten should have arisen from the translation of English words.  

 
Table 1: Simple Accuracy of Spanish. 

Length 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20> 

SWW 46.5 45.8 49.5 43.2 41.8 

e2s 77.5 75.4 78.5 71.5 78.5 

 
Table 2: Simple Accuracy of Japanese. 

Length 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20> 

JWW 73.9 43.8 37.5 35.2 34.5 

e2j 84.6 72.9 62.5 63.4 66.9 

 

Conclusion: 

 Text transduction and finite head formula have a long story since 1968 which discovered by Lewis and 

Stearns. Such these formulas have been applied to the mechanism of the translation problem but, both in the 

finite head discovered in 1996 by Vilar et al.  and text free case 1997 by Wu. This research paper has applied to 

this line by preparing a method for automatically constructing entirely lexicalized statistical dependence of the 

transduction examples which got from training models.  

 Automatically training of a translation system brings significant effects on terms of maintainability and 

decreasing expert with conventional rule based on the translation system. After compression with conventional 

translation of middle out transduction we aids that robustness just due to complete derivations which are not 

available tend to have meaningful of the sentences. This research proved that this method which we discovered 

has some advantages over the approach developed initially by Brown 1990 for training translation systems 

automatically.  

 One of the advantages of this method is to attempt an example of the natural decomposition of sentences 

into phrases. Moreover, the compilation of this decomposition in to the lexically anchored finite head 

transducers develops implementations which are much more efficient compare to those from conventional 

methods. In addition, this research paper found optimal transductions of test sentences is less than real time (280 

MHz). This means that the time to translate a phrase or speech is less than the time should take to speak it which 

is one of the most advantages of this new method. 
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